
SERMON TITLE: Human Pain & Heartache—Divine Providence & Love DATE: April 24, 2022

SCRIPTURE: Ruth 1 PASTOR: Jason Malone

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The days of the judges were not happy and hopeful. They were dark and despairing. Israel was called to be a holy
people – faithful to their God and showing the nations his power and love. Sadly, rather than bless the nations, Israel
became like the nations. They bowed to idols and embraced pagan lifestyles. In short, they compromised. As the last
line in Judges puts it: “Everyone did what was right in their own eyes.” Thus, these stories serve as both a warning and
an invitation to us. They warn us against conforming to cultural narratives and they invite us to hope in the face of
despair. They ask us, “What does it mean to have an uncompromising faith in a faithful God?”
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SERMON SUMMARY

The Book of Ruth begins with a family on the move, heading east from Bethlehem to a place beyond the Dead Sea
called Moab. Our author situates this temporally during the time when the judges ruled, a period in Israel’s history
marked by cycles of rebellion and idolatry, repentance, and deliverance, only to have the cycle begin again anew. In
short, it was a time of spiritual darkness in the history of God’s people. That darkness seems to reach across the pages of
our Bibles to infect this story, as well, as we are met with tragedy and loss just a few short verses into chapter 1. The
questions that hang in the tense atmosphere that this story evokes reflect questions that we’ve all likely asked at some
point. God, where are you? Are you actually in control? And if you are in control, do you not care about me?

In response to Naomi’s tremendous grief and festering bitterness, and in response to those unspoken questions above,
we are introduced to a Moabite widow named Ruth. Without prospects for the future, without a tangible sense of
security, Ruth attaches herself to Naomi and the uncertain days that lay before her. Ruth is an ordinary person providing a
glimpse of extraordinary kindness, loyalty and love. Though Naomi cannot yet see it, though she still bears the bitter
wounds of loss, Ruth’s faithful commitment to Naomi whispers of the Lord’s faithful care and unfailing loyalty to his
people.
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

SERMON SCREENSHOTS & KEY POINTS

The complexity and messiness and nuance of our lives can often be addressed in response to two questions that sit
either at the forefront of our conscious thoughts or they sit in the background of our daily lives based on how things are
going from our current perspective:

● Is God really in control of my life and
● Does God actually care about me?

As a reminder here is the last words of Judges: “In those days there was no king in Israel. Everyone did what was right in
his own eyes (Judges 21:25).” So this time is characterized by darkness, idolatry, and spiritual confusion. And yet the
Lord remained faithful to his covenant people throughout and The Book of Ruth...well it’s going to be quite the picture
of God’s faithfulness...His divine providence and His divine love.

This book of Ruth is one whole narrative. Chapter one isn’t intended to offer resolution but, frankly, introduces more
tension that will be addressed in the coming chapters and over the next three Sundays. SO...you kind of have to keep
coming back each week. I don’t think you would turn off a movie 30 minutes in and expect to know precisely what
happens, the same has to be said for Naomi’s story and Ruth’s story. We are just in Act I here.

But one thing we can do today is contemplate some things personally based on what we read through today:

● Where do you currently think the Lord is in the midst of your pain and crises?
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● Do you believe that he actually cares in regards to what you or your loved ones are walking through?
● Do you believe that God is more than just a small player in the story of your life?
● Do you live as if God checks in and checks out on you. Sometimes He’s present. Often He seems absent?
● Do you believe that God is actually operating in your life for your good and His glory even though you can’t see

that through the fog of your pain?

All of life is an invitation to trust in the foundational hope of God’s providence and God’s love for his people, but it’s
hard. We see that in this story. But even in the hard we can see glimpses of the reversals that are coming, the fulfillment
of promises that the Lord will accomplish in our lives and in our world, if we have eyes to see them and a heart to
believe. And the really beautiful thing about Ruth's story is that nothing happens in isolation.

Because even in the midst of what seems so hopeless...we do have a Living Hope because His Divine Providence and
His Divine Love are always at work...for your ultimate good and His glory and fame.

All of life is a story involving regular people…regular people (just like Naomi and Ruth) driven by the questions that
we’ve asked — Is God really in control of my life? Does God actually care about me?

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

COMMUNITY GROUP QUESTIONS

1. Read Ruth 1
2. How is the setting (in the time of the judges) significant in shaping our understanding of what’s going on in Ruth

1?
3. Which character(s) serve as the primary focus of the text? When, and how, does the focus shift over the course of

Ruth 1?
4. How does the author describe/characterize Naomi and Orpah? How does this characterization of each serve to

highlight the power of Ruth’s words and actions?
5. Ruth is presented as a picture of the faithful love and loyalty of the Lord toward his people. How does Ruth

demonstrate this? As you read Ruth 1:16-17, what is Ruth sacrificing to remain with Naomi?
6. How might you respond if you had experienced Naomi’s losses? What questions would you have?
7. How have grief, fear, and uncertainty raised questions or doubts for you in your past?
8. How have your own struggles and losses shaped your view of God?
9. Read Psalm 13. How does this Psalm offer hope in circumstances such as those mentioned in question 5?
10. Community Group Questions from our Core Values Question Sheet (Magnifying Grace, Loving Others,

Understanding Truth) would also be a good tie in.

GUIDED PRAYER

Now that you’ve read it aloud as group, pray this Psalm aloud in your community groups (Psalm 13:1-6).

O Lord, how long will you forget me? Forever? How long will you look the other way?

How long must I struggle with anguish in my soul, with sorrow in my heart every day?

How long will my enemy have the upper hand?

Turn and answer me, O Lord my God! Restore the sparkle to my eyes, or I will die.

Don’t let my enemies gloat, saying, “We have defeated him!” Don’t let them rejoice at my downfall.

But I trust in your unfailing love. I will rejoice because you have rescued me.

I will sing to the Lord because he is good to me.
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